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In the late 1990s, the three main figures in gender approaches to the Reformation were Heide Wunder, Merry Wiesner-Hanks, and Lyndal Roper. This essay discusses how the gender study of the Reformation has progressed in recent years, while highlighting the contributions made by these key scholars.

Women’s History Surfaces

Traditional historical studies, written and presented by conventional historians, capture the male experience and present this experience as universal.¹ It is for this reason that traditional historical studies have been called “Men’s History.”² Within these studies women are not typically mentioned unless they were related to an important male figure or “very occasionally and exceptionally, women who performed roles generally reserved for men.”³ In other words, women are not usually considered worth discussing in historical works that follow traditional historical methods. Conventional historians exclude women because they are solely considered in relation to marriage, family life, and the “house” and thus appear to have no history of their own.⁴ Heide Wunder explains that “their economic, social, and cultural accomplishments were seen as ‘close to nature,’ or of minor importance, or the result merely of passive execution.”⁵ Conventional historians and traditional historical methods neglect social contexts and are oriented toward political or constitutional
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history where, Wunder argues, “women were not part of the picture” and were, in fact, not represented.  

Traditional historical studies received much criticism growing “out of the [second wave] women’s movement at its early, spontaneous and energetic phase, bringing together political commitment” and advocating that women should be represented in historical scholarship.  

This assertion was first met with scepticism from conventional historians who thought that this was a quickly passing trend.  

This scepticism, however, did not extinguish interest in women’s history, but perhaps even accelerated it; as Merry Wiesner-Hanks notes, “many women who were active in radical or reformist political movements were angered by claims that their own history was trivial.”  

The effort to reconstruct the female past in the face of such enormous neglect from conventional historians and traditional historical works has been called “Women’s History.”

Since the beginning of women’s history, an important research area has been the study of women during the early modern period in Europe.  

Conventional historians writing about this historical period might mention queens, martyrs, and reformers’ wives, but most still focus on men.  

These studies often consider women as passive partners or do not critically investigate them at all. This is not to say that women have been left out of history because of the “evil conspiracies of men in general or male historians,” but because history has traditionally been considered and represented in male-centred terms.

Early modern scholars acknowledged this neglect and began to approach the Reformation and women in two distinct ways. The first trend examines individual women and their lives.  

Reformation scholars apply the social-historical method and research women or “women worthies” as topics that they argue are worth including in historical studies of the early modern period.  

The works by Kirsi Stjerna and Roland Bainton provide good examples of this research trend because their works include biographical information on individual women in order to highlight women’s leadership roles and their contributions to the Reformation.

The second trend explores women’s lives during the early modern period and seeks to explain how women were affected by the Reformation.  

Research on the Reformation and women originally took a divisive approach, similar to Joan Kelly, to the question: Did women experience a Reformation?  

Heide Wunder perhaps provides the most striking scholarship on this topic when she answers this question with a “no” rather than with a “yes.”  

In contrast to other scholarship, Wunder
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does not base her answer on the notion that women’s lives did not change, but rather rejects that the Reformation was the main cause of that change.\textsuperscript{20} Wunder points to transformations in family life and ideas about marriage since they were considered the most significant effects of the Reformation on women. She argues that these transformations were a result of dramatic social and economic transitions and were not due to religious changes.\textsuperscript{21} While attempting to contribute answers to this question, scholars like Wunder produced more questions than satisfactory answers.

Scholars no longer focus on whether women experienced a Reformation, but instead have started questioning how such transformations, religious or social, affected women and women’s lives. In other words, was the Reformation beneficial or harmful to women?\textsuperscript{22} In attempting to answer this question, scholars particularly turn their attention to female religious and life in the convent.\textsuperscript{23} Lyndal Roper contributes to analyzing the effects experienced by women religious by pointing out that life in the convent theoretically provided women with an alternative to marriage.\textsuperscript{24} This alternative meant that marriage was not the only role socially valued for women. However, the Reformation forced many convents to close their doors, which propelled many women from the religious life to family life.\textsuperscript{25} This limited acceptable social roles for women by replacing spiritual virginity with marriage as the Christian ideal, which proved to have both beneficial and negative effects for women.\textsuperscript{26}

In recent years, however, questioning the positive or negative effects of the Reformation on women is not as popular as it was previously. Instead, scholars are now considering more diversity: Which women? Where? When? Married or single?\textsuperscript{27} Scholars like Roper and others adjusted how they approached this question and are now less interested in making general conclusions about the effects of the Reformation on women as a whole.\textsuperscript{28} Rather, scholars such as Merry Wiesner-Hanks contribute by including discussions on women who were single, married, mothers, or widows in order to explore the enormous range of the female experience.\textsuperscript{29} Wiesner-Hanks argues that despite this diversity there are two factors that remain constant. First, a woman’s response to the Reformation was determined more by her gender than any other aspect of her life. Both Catholic and Protestant reformers agreed that the proper avenue for a woman’s response to their ideas was either personal or domestic because “public responses, either those presented publicly or those which concerned dogma or the church as a public institution,
shocked and outraged authorities, even if they agreed with the ideas being expressed. For women the proper avenues included prayer, teaching children the catechism, or entering and leaving the convent. Second, Wiesner-Hanks argues that most women experienced the Reformation as individuals since they were not considered their own social class and that these experiences need to be examined further. Noting the significance of diversity, Wiesner-Hanks and others critically investigate women’s political, social and cultural, and economic roles and identities from a variety of angles in order to “light up areas of historical darkness” and focus more specifically on a woman-centred inquiry.

Wiesner-Hanks argues that by focusing on woman-centred studies scholars started investigating women’s lives in the past and fitting them into categories with which they were already comfortable, but then realized that “this approach, sarcastically labeled ‘add women and stir,’ was unsatisfying.” Due to this, scholars like Heide Wunder started to disrupt familiar and conventional categories while also rethinking the ways in which history was traditionally structured and organized. For example, conventional historical studies focus on political or constitutional history, which describes the state and its institutions where women were usually not represented. Women are excluded from traditional historical studies because scholars considered women to be embedded in marriage, the family, and the household. Conventional historians argue that these are not topics for general historical works because the relations between the sexes are a private matter. Wunder notes that the “search for women in the society of the early modern period has yielded findings that fit only in part with conventional ideas . . . they challenge us to rethink our notion of the political during those centuries.” By rethinking traditional structures, Wunder argues that women were by no means excluded from political authority by pointing to female rulers, but, more importantly, also wives. She asserts that scholars “failed to realize just how normal the regency of noblewoman was, and that the running of a peasant household, an artisan’s workshop, or merchant business was possible only on the basis of the shared responsibility of wife and husband.” Wunder disrupts conventional categories by arguing that marriage and the household combined in a unique social order where the “husband and wife, in their roles as housefather and housemother, were part of the ‘political’ public” and where the wife had authority and represented the household. Wunder contributes to rethinking and complicating traditional structures by arguing that although scholars still acknowledge local community politics
politics, they continue mistakenly to limit what occurs in the home and within a marriage as simply a “battle of the sexes.”

Rethinking and disrupting conventional categories not only helped to “light up areas of historical darkness,” but also provided scholars with unique avenues to search for new sources that revealed women’s historical experiences. In addition, it provided scholars with different avenues to interpret traditional sources in new and creative ways. For example, Lyndal Roper interprets traditional sources, such as historical case studies, in imaginative ways by examining the psychological aspects of popular culture using feminist theory and psychological analysis. With this work, she examines witchcraft and witches. Roper argues that a prominent theme in witch trials was motherhood and that these trials did not represent “male attempts to destroy a female science of birth nor were they concerned with wrestling control of reproduction from women.” On the contrary, she notes that it was mothers who typically accused other women. Roper argues that witch trials and accusations should be considered on their own terms through the themes in which they developed: “I think we may best interpret them as psychic documents which recount particular predicaments. Witchcraft cases seem to epitomize the bizarre and irrational, exemplifying the distance that separates us from the past.”

While using psychological analysis, Roper contributes by collecting traditional sources and analyzing them in creative ways to help illuminate women’s historical experiences that might have otherwise been neglected.

These creative approaches and new interpretations have made available even more avenues for scholars critically to examine and, more importantly, re-examine how historical developments might have affected women and women’s lives. For example, some scholars examine the effects of the expansion of capitalism on women’s work and identity. However, more recent scholars, such as Wiesner-Hanks, critically re-examine women’s labour, economic activities, and experiences. She re-examines these topics in order to show how they differed according to a woman’s social class, economic status, and geographical location. As Wiesner-Hanks re-examines this topic, she contributes by providing new insights into women’s other economic activities and whether capitalism expanded or limited women’s work opportunities. Wiesner-Hanks argues that there have been both positive and negative effects on women’s work. This expansion provided women with employment that helped them to contribute income, but it also lessened the value of their domestic duties.
These new insights add to scholarly discussions of the ways in which women’s economic activities were usually restricted, poorly paid or unpaid, and perceived as marginal.

By rethinking such structures, creatively approaching traditional sources, and critically re-examining the ways in which history affected women, scholars such as Wunder, Roper, and Wiesner-Hanks contribute to this field by challenging traditional history with the assertion that women actually have a history that is worth further exploration and analysis.53

**Evolution of Gender History**

As this paper has shown, women’s history affirmed that women are important topics that need to be included in historical studies, especially within the field of Reformation studies. Remarkable scholarship has emerged from including women as topics, such as those works by Wiesner, Wunder, and Roper. During the 1990s, however, many scholars became increasingly unsatisfied with the consideration given to both women and men.54 Gerda Lerner argues that “there are women in history, and there are men in history, and one would hope that no historical account of a given period could be written that would not deal with the actions and ideas of both men and women.”55 Natalie Davis takes a similar approach, stating that by “treating women in isolation from men, it ordinarily said little about the significance of sex roles in social life and historical change.”56 It is for this reason that social historians began to discuss the ways in which sex differentiation affected both women and men and started to use the word “gender” to describe these systems and structures.57 This terminology became widely noted, and scholars in many fields increasingly switched from “sex” to “gender” as the acceptable terminology for any scholarship addressing feminine and masculine characteristics.58 In other words, the overall progression of this field has been to move towards “a gradual displacement of women’s history by gender history.”59

There have been two conflicting reactions to this gradual displacement. The first response to this shift is from feminist historians who lament this evolution.60 Not only do some feminist historians reject this shift altogether, but some also consider “gender history” to be a passing trend within the field.61 Some feminists argue that this shift ultimately means that the field will include the very topic that has been considered
the “proper” focus of conventional history, that is, men. This may explain the reasons why recent studies with “gender” in the title still mainly focus on women and women’s history. Clare Lees and Andrea Pearson provide counter arguments to this by stating that “the focus on men . . . is . . . not a return to traditional subjects that implies a neglect of feminist issues,” but an acknowledged contribution to them, which can be created as a dialectic. Lees and Pearson argue that focusing on men and masculinity could actually help to contextual scholarship on women and femininity. However, there has not been much agreement on this shift within the field, which has caused much tension between women’s history and gender history.

The second reaction to the shift from women’s history to gender history is to celebrate the change. Many scholars, such as Roper, argue that this evolution could actually benefit historians, including both feminist and non-feminist. For these scholars, “gender” is a category “through which it looked as if women’s history might have the potential not only to enter history as a respectable historical field, but to reshape the historical narrative themselves.” Roper argues that reshaping the historical narrative will help to capture the male experience. Bennett and others argue that by solely addressing the problem of “women,” scholars have “been blinded to the way masculinity” also changed throughout history, especially during the early modern period. In other words, viewing the male experience as universal not only hid women’s history, but also prevented historians from analyzing the male experience. Wiesner-Hanks argues that the very words we use to describe people, such as “artist” and “women artist,” kept scholars from “thinking about how the experiences of Michelangelo or Picasso or Isaac Newton were shaped by the fact that they were male, while it forced us to think about how being female affected Georgia O’Keefe or Marie Curie.” This shift or evolution has provided historians with a new perspective. This perspective characterizes “gender” as an appropriate category of analysis when examining all historical developments and not simply those topics that involved women or the family, but also men and masculinity. This has proven to be beneficial to more recent studies since it has moved the field overall “towards broader studies of how gender was understood.”

Recent studies, such as those by Roper, Wunder, and Wiesner-Hanks, contribute to this shift by critically exploring concepts of gender and concentrating on both femininity and masculinity. More specifically, there are three ways in which Roper, Wunder, and Wiesner-Hanks
contribute to this evolution and to modern scholarship on this topic.

First, these scholars enrich current discussions of the ways in which both women and men defined themselves during the early modern period. For example, Heide Wunder explores how men and women were defined during the Reformation. She notes that men and women were defined based on conceptions found in dominant Christian anthropology, including biblical creation stories. In her work, Wunder explores these prevailing models for male and female through autobiographical accounts and observations from fathers, mothers, and siblings. Along with exploring women, she goes further by examining how men defined themselves, how they defined their own gender membership, and how men developed their male identity throughout their lives. Wunder spans the transformation of the male identity, beginning with a discussion of children. For example, she notes that when boys received their first pair of trousers it was an important moment in their lives because they were “putting aside girls’ clothing,” which marked a clear distinction between men and women. Wunder argues that the final transformation of the male identity occurred when the man became married because he accepted the ultimate male role and social status. Wunder highlights information on masculinity and the male identity during the early modern period. She provides insight into how men identified themselves as men and she presents a topic that has been little considered in previous scholarship.

In addition to discussing the ways in which both men and women defined themselves, these scholars also contribute by exploring how men and women were defined by others. For example, Lyndal Roper explores this very topic as she analyzes the female figure as a representation of evil womanhood and the masculine counterpart – Catholic and Protestant clerics. During the early modern period, the Catholic priest was accused of possessing excessive manhood through fighting, drinking, and lusting. The Catholic priest was seen as a “sexual competitor, stealing wives and naïve daughters who, however, are so deeply mired in the sin of Eve as to be eager to yield to his seductive arts.” Protestants considered the Catholic priest “as a particular kind of man because the doctrinal battle engaged two different kinds of manliness . . . as it set the pious married woman against the lusting nun.” Roper argues that the Catholic priest came to represent fears about manhood and anxieties that were felt by Protestant clerics who had to figure out their own sexual status. Protestant clerics had left an all-male monastic living environment and began entering a married state in which “manhood had to be proven in compan-
ionship with the opposite sex.” Prior to the Reformation, the clergy experienced a distinctive sexual status because, in principle, “they were virgins, men who had not acquired manhood by mastering a woman through sexual intercourse, men who were in a sense castrated.” Roper argues that as the Protestant clergy became “men,” or heads of households, they came to hate the Catholic priest figure as he began to symbolize “aspects they wished to obliterate from their own masculine identity.” Roper contributes to the discussions of how men were defined by others by identifying how Catholic and Protestant clerics defined other men in relation to their own manhood.

Finally, these scholars contribute to current discussions of how men and women were defined by social institutions by exploring how gender identities were closely tied to social and economic activities. For example, scholars have previously examined notions of guild honour, but have not analyzed what it might say about masculinity or femininity. Wiesner-Hanks refines this discussion by focusing on gender. She argues that these scholars have failed to notice the “most important component of [guild honour], this was an honour among men, an honour which linked men together with other men and excluded women.” These guilds essentially became excellent examples of “male bonding.” Wiesner-Hanks argues that this concept rarely appears in historical studies, but that it can help illuminate some of the actions of craft guilds “which were difficult to explain in terms of more standard social, economic, and political factors.” These actions included strange guild restrictions, such as forcing a widow to leave her shop and essentially become bankrupt, even though these actions would be against the interests of their own guild members. Wiesner-Hanks explores the concept of “male bonding” to analyze craft guilds and examines how male bonding affected women’s access to economic power since skilled work was defined as “men’s work.” Wiesner-Hanks contributes to current discussions by exploring male bonding and guild systems in order to highlight how men defined themselves, defined themselves against each other and against women, and how their masculinity related to social structures, status, and economic activities.

Conclusion

The first half of this paper discussed how Wunder, Wiesner-Hanks, and Roper challenge traditional history by asserting that women actually
have a history that is worth including in historical studies, especially works on the early modern period. By rethinking structures, approaching sources in creative ways, and re-examining how history affected women, these three scholars have contributed to the field by including women as important topics within their works and critically analyzing what it meant to be a woman during the Reformation period.

In addition, when this field shifted to include gender history, these three scholars seamlessly evolved with it. They explore feminine and masculine conceptions of gender identity through how men and women define themselves, how others have defined them, and how social institutions have shaped their senses of self. These contributions have helped the gender study of the Reformation, as a field, progress from a nearly invisible field to one that has, in a short time, become a very dynamic one.

However, much work still needs to be done in this field because it is clear that there are significant gaps in our knowledge and understanding about both women and men during the early modern period in Europe. Future research may also benefit if scholars ease the tensions between adherents of women’s history and gender history. Indeed, this tension is slowly starting to diminish. Many scholars are now describing the field as “women’s and gender history,” thereby illuminating the connection between them rather than highlighting their differences, which should prove to be useful for future research projects.

Despite the remarkable quantity and quality of previous scholarship, especially the contributions made by Wunder, Wiesner-Hanks, and Roper, this field has not yet experienced a paradigm shift that would lead to a thorough reassessment of the importance of both men and women to the early modern period.
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